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Protected Yet Free
1977. Tension hung in the air in the village of Rakhine, Myanmar. Word had
spread that soldiers were scrutinizing documents, often with appalling consequences.
Malawi Harun fled. "I had my documents," he said, "but
even when you did, they would find something wrong.
"l Unlike Myanmar forces, a democratically elected
president controls the American military.2 Through the
principle of civilian control, the military practices
restraint. It respects and values the people's authority
and thereby safeguards our democracy.
The framers of our Constitution worked to
ensure civilian control. After victory against Britain, our founding fathers had little
interest in emulating the European system. Britain had a dictatorial monarchy from
which the colonists escaped. Our founders separated military responsibilities from
political roles, placing the authority for defense in civilian hands. 3
Subsequent to the Civil War, Congress dictated that the American military
focus on external conflicts instead of policing its own people.4 But it takes more than
a Congressional act to prevent misuse of power. A lifetime of civics education makes
this possible. It teaches our soldiers at all levels to respect the separation of powers.
This prevents dictatorships and overthrow of the government.

In elections, our military does not promote a particular candidate or agenda.
Every four to eight years a peaceful transition of power takers place, a ritual
preserved for 230 years.5 As civilians we should not take this for granted; many
people receive no such benefit. As George Washington once said "The peaceful
transition of power is what will separate this country from every other country in
the world. "6
I walk everywhere, to and from school, downtown, anywhere I can. This
freedom has had a wonderful impact on my life. I can lose myself in my own
thoughts without being stopped by an armed soldier questioning me. The American
military respects our civil liberties and doesn't deprive us of our rights. They keep us
safe but respectfully stand away from the public unless needed.
America is exceptional because we have a military that grants our people
independence. America is excellent because our leaders and common soldiers alike
cherish this idea. America is great because, in doing so, our troops support our
democracy. I never have to worry about the day a knock on my door will take away
my family. Unlike 90-year-old Harun, who spent his life fleeing that same knock, I am
protected yet I am free.
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